
 

 

 

 

iHypnosis launches the iHYP token based on innovative ideas of its investors 

 

 

Summary: iHypnosis IHP is a freshly launched cryptocurrency that encourages all varieties 

of creativity and the iHypnosis brand's products and services. It urges people to discover 

through their creativity.  

 

Digital currencies possess the potential to create payment methods and banking sectors 

and represent a new way of thinking about money exchange and security. For example, 

the United States, as one of the world's financial leaders, has been conducting research 

and taking steps to implement cryptocurrencies into its corporate payment system since 

2019. The 'Crypto-Currency Act of 2020' was suggested by the US Congress for adoption 

at the end of 2019. 

 

This looked at the process of recognizing, licensing, and certifying digital currencies as a 

form of payment and developing a list of governmental institutions responsible for the 

regulation and oversight of the new currency type. As a new, generally accepted mode 

of payment, cryptocurrencies can replace fiat money. In this case, the nation with the 

most exemplary and innovative cryptocurrency systems can gain a significant 

competitive edge in the race for financial supremacy. 

 

By realizing the need for time and intricacies of the crypto world, a freshly created crypto 

platform emerged named iHypnosis - iHP. The brand new iHypnosis IHP is a new 

cryptocurrency symbolizing people's creativity and distinct ideas who think out of the 

box. 

 

A recently launched iHypnosis token is available for its valuable investors on 

PancakeSwap. The holders are advised to send their wallet address, where iHP should be 

forwarded at info@ihypnosis.exchange. The price of exclusive iHypnosis is 100 iHYP for £ 

10.91 + fee for transfer of £ 0.08. The purchase can be processed conveniently through 

Paypal. 

 

iHypnosis, catering to its holder's investment requirements, also provides rewards in 

exchange for creative ideas. The rewards for the meditation and donations can be 

availed by signing in through their official website.  
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Moreover, investors other than trading can shop and enjoy the finest books related to 

mental health and hypnotherapy, complementing the core and unique idea behind the 

creation of iHYP. 

 

About iHypnosis: iHypnosis IHP is a token supporting any form of creativity and products 

and services of the iHypnosis brand. For further details and information, determined users 

can visit their Twitter or their official website and give a treat to their mental sanity. 
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